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“We are continuing to see record-breaking appreciation in property values with sellers realizing
large equity returns and then reinvesting in Tucson real estate. Forecasts are that 2005 will bring
more of the same.” Judy Lowe, President of the Tucson Association of REALTORS® Multiple Listing Service,
Inc.

Amazing '22nd Century' Tucson estate boasts every luxury and technology
innovation you could ever conceive of...
it even comes with a 602-page owner's manual
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"In Tucson, Arizona, Line and Space has built...jewels that are
in harmony with the fragile ecosystem of the Sonoran Desert
and glorify its richness, harshness and complexity"
Antonio Di Mambro (from the Italian architectural journal Spazio e Societa)

Before you read the story of the "22nd Century" Tucson Estate, close your eyes and
recall the most lavish, most spectacular, most technologically advanced home you
have ever seen. Now, embellish it with the most stunning features straight out of
science fiction. Open your eyes and welcome to Campbell Cliffs.

ho can say what the 22nd Century will look like?
No one can say for sure, but the magnificent Campbell Cliffs Estate may give us a glimpse. And supreme
technology is just the beginning.
This is Tucson's largest and most expensive estate.
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The home springs from the Catalina Mountains in perfect harmony with its environment. Sitting on 10
breathtaking acres, its backyard is the Coronado National Forest and beneath it rests the entire Tucson Valley.
The 31,000 square foot, 24 room home was two-and-a half years in design and seven years in development.
Unique Homes magazine calls it:

"A monument to human comfort, architectural artistry and high technology"
I'll tell you more about the incredible technology in a moment, but first let me tell you about the cutting
edge architecture that makes Campbell Cliffs one of the world's unique homes.
Thanks to the architectural genius of Les Wallach, the home melds so splendidly with the landscape, it's as if
nature decided it should reside in this exact crevice of the Catalina Mountains.
Campbell Cliffs features "inside-out" and "floating" designs. In any given room, the floor tiles or fireplace
mantels extend outside, past the windows, to provide a seamless transition from home to desert. So much so,
the natural rock formations and vegetation were not disturbed.
Coconino Sand Stone laid by a master Vietnamese mason glorify the structure as natural light flashes
through the home from every direction through some 8,000 square feet of dual pane, low-e safety glass -- some
sections standing as high as 36 feet tall.

You can see forever from practically anywhere in the home
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The 750 square foot, 2 level gym has a bathroom, sauna, steam room,
locker space and room for every imaginable piece of equipment.
You can watch the big horn sheep graze on the canyon slope while you work out.

The 1200 sq. ft. kitchen has salad, dessert and meat preparation areas with infrared warmers, trash
compactors, a commercial freezer with a 60 cubic-foot capacity, and a filtered ice-maker. 40+ feet
of preparation countertops are easy-clean thick granite.

A glimpse of the 22nd Century
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It could take several hours to completely tell the story about the technology in Campbell Cliffs. Here are
some of the highlights.

The 3000 square foot entertainment center reveals its hidden speakers and monitors
upon command. From here, the audio/video equipment room and control center
serve the entire home. There's enough floor space for a performance by the NYC Ballet.

There are three home theaters -- one of which literally jolts you
from your seat -- when the transducer equipped chairs kick in during
action scenes. The theater in this photo is in a soundproof room.
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A lightning safety system protects every corner of the house while the security system provides
strategically placed detectors for motion, smoke, heat, water leakage and glass breakage. Closed
circuit television monitors abound throughout the estate.

The HVAC system for all 25,000 sq. ft. under roof is controlled by a computer system designed by
Johnson Controls. There are 22 different zones for heating and cooling and the system maintains the
desired temperature within a half-degree of accuracy.
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The computer controlled lighting system, designed by Walter Spitz, allows for control of the light
ambience in every room. LiteTouch® technology controls the 1200+ lights in the home from a
central processing unit.

Incomparable luxuries offered at Campbell Cliffs
●

24 magnificent rooms

●

Room for a sit down dinner for 300

●

Lifetime rights to the internationally acclaimed Canyon Ranch Spa down the road

●

2000 square foot staff quarters on two levels

●

Hidden stairwell that leads to a private 6000-square-foot sun deck

●

Elevators on both the east and west wings

●

Wine cellar with capacity for 2200 bottles

●

Ultra-high tech communications system allows for crystal clear, internal communication

●

GPS system automatically triggers inside lighting and motion sensors trigger outside lights

●

Swimming pool and spa

●

Guest level with three bedrooms and three full baths

●

Six fireplaces -- some appear to be "suspended in mid-air"

●

A fully equipped state of the art workshop

●

Olympic sized underground gun and archery range

●

Mesh and invisible fence technology keep desert critters out
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●

350 square foot hobby dark room

●

Fully shaded two-car detailing center

●

6 car garage with state of the art car wash

●

Tennis court blasted into 20 feet of solid stone provides a natural windbreak

●

Fire sprinklers located in all rooms of the house

●

State of the art generator has ample capacity during power outages

●

Stainless steel roof -- the first of its kind in the United States -- designed and installed by German
engineers

Part of the palatial master bedroom wing
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The tennis court was blasted into 20 feet of solid stone and provides a natural windbreak

The pool area is a marvel of engineering with wonderful vistas

The master office suite feature natural rock formations outside its large window walls
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Campbell Cliffs sits dominant above the city with views all the way to Mexico

Click on the banner beneath for a Virtual Tour of this magnificent property.
There are 10 additional acres of surrounding land available at $4 million extra.

ick Antonicello of Unique Homes magazine says if Campbell Cliffs were placed in Los Angeles, the price
tag would rise to $75 million.
Even so, don't expect the price to stay flat for long, as the price of real estate in the Foothills continues to
appreciate as more luxury homes are being built. Though seven figure prices for Foothills property were a rarity
five years ago, the value of lots alone have appreciated by 51% in just the last 12 months.
Driven by attractive tax reductions and an exceptionally high quality of life, Arizona has become a
national economic leader. With a projected population of 6.2 million by 2010, Arizona expects to maintain its
status as one of the fastest growing states in the nation.
Overall, Tucson real estate offers some of the best investment potential anywhere today on all
levels of the market. It is also a great place to live with a wonderful climate, easy traffic, convenient location
in the heart of the Southwest and proximity to major West Coast attractions.

Tucson Real Estate Statistics:
November 2004 Residential Home Sales (compared with November 2003)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total home sales volume increased by 55.1% (from $166,474,979 to $258,237,295)
Home sales units increased by 25.3% (from 965 to 1,209 units)
Average sale price for all residential types increased by 23.8% (from $172,513 to
$213,596)
The median sale price, the price at which half the homes were sold above and half below,
increased by 24.1% (from $141,000 to $175,000)
The average sale price for Single Family Residences increased by 22.1% (from
$185,206 to $226,143)
Average days on market decreased to 43 in November, 2004 compared to 53 in
November, 2003, with 58.2% of all closed listings selling in the first 30 days on
the market
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Please let me know if I can be of further assistance to you or answer any of your questions.
Regards,

Anjelina

FREE Counters and Services from Andale

help

Ready to contact seller/agent?
"22nd Century" Tucson Arizona Estate

Are you interested in learning more about this property? Simply provide your contact information in the spaces below, along with any other
information about yourself or questions you want the seller to answer! Note: Sellers may only use your information to respond to you about
this item. See our rules.
Enter your contact information. Fields with asterisks (*) are required.
First Name*

Last Name*

Email*

Street

City

State

Zip Code

Select State

Country
United States

Telephone

Best time to call

Additional information/questions
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* I have read and agree to the eBay User Agreement and Privacy Policy.
Submit

This listing is an advertisement. There is no bidding! If you are interested in this property, you may contact the seller/agent to request
additional information. To learn more, read our Ad Format FAQ.
Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this advertisement. You should contact the seller to resolve any questions regarding this listing.
Listing currency is U.S. dollars (US $) unless otherwise noted.

What else can you do?
Back to home page | Ask seller a question | Printer friendly page
Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.
About eBay | Announcements | Security Center | Policies | Site Map | Help
Copyright © 1995-2005 eBay Inc. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their
respective owners. Use of this Web site constitutes acceptance of the eBay User Agreement and Privacy Policy.
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